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Title: Province of Pangasinan vs. Honorable Presiding Judge of Branch VIII of the Court of
First Instance of Pangasinan, et al.

Facts:
The Province of Pangasinan initiated expropriation proceedings on July 10, 1963, to acquire
a lot for school purposes, taking possession of the property the following day, based on an
order  by  Judge  Guillermo  Dacumos  which  fixed  a  provisional  value  and  authorized
immediate possession. After over three years, on August 27, 1966, a motion was filed by the
province  to  withdraw  the  provisional  deposit,  which  was  granted.  The  final  just
compensation was determined and ordered by the lower court on December 9, 1971, but the
compensation  remained  unpaid,  leading  to  a  motion  for  execution  filed  by  private
respondents on September 14, 1973. Despite opposition from the province, the motion for
execution was approved on October 25, 1973, by Judge Sixto A. Domondon.

Issues:
The primary issue is whether the order of December 9, 1971, regarding just compensation
for expropriated property, constituted a final judgment warranting execution despite the
province’s delay in payment. Additional considerations include the proper interpretation of
the  requirement  for  a  clear  description  of  expropriated  property  and  whether  any
procedural irregularities rendered the execution order invalid.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court dismissed the petition for certiorari by the Province of Pangasinan,
affirming the lower court’s order for the execution of judgment for just compensation. The
Court  strongly  emphasized the constitutional  mandate  for  the  prompt  payment  of  just
compensation in expropriation cases, criticizing the province’s protracted delay. The Court
also refuted the province’s claims of procedural missteps, upholding the validity of the
execution order despite the province’s arguments to the contrary.

Doctrine:
This case reiterates the fundamental principle that the government’s power of eminent
domain is conditioned on the prompt payment of just compensation, as mandated by the
Constitution.  It  underscores  the  judiciary’s  role  in  ensuring  compliance  with  this
constitutional provision to prevent undue prejudice against property owners subjected to
expropriation.
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– The just compensation requirement in expropriation cases is a constitutional guarantee
against the arbitrary seizure of private property.
– Judicial orders for compensation in expropriation proceedings achieve finality when not
appealed, thereby warranting execution.
– Procedural requirements, such as the clear description of the property to be expropriated,
are essential but do not override the principal obligation to pay just compensation.
– A delay in fulfilling the obligation to pay just compensation can be grounds for a court-
ordered execution to ensure enforcement.

Historical Background:
The case reflects the tension between the government’s exercise of eminent domain for
public purposes and the constitutional rights of property owners. Throughout Philippine
legal history, the emphasis has always been on the balance between these interests, with
the judiciary playing a crucial role in mitigating potential conflicts and ensuring fairness.
This particular case demonstrates the legal system’s mechanisms to enforce constitutional
guarantees  and  highlights  the  importance  of  adhering  to  procedural  and  substantive
principles to protect the rights of all parties involved.


